THINE FOREVER, GOD OF LOVE

1. YOURS forever, God with love;
   Hear us from YOUR throne above;
   YOURS forever let us remain
   Both here now and in heaven.

2. YOURS forever, O truly blessed people
   That find in YOU their rest!
   Savior, protector, heavenly Friend,
   Please protect us until our death.

3. YOURS forever! Lord full life,
   Protect us during our earthly war.
   YOURSELF true life, God HIS truth, our way,
   Lead us to YOUR kingdom belong eternity.

4. YOURS forever! Savior, keep us
   YOUR weak and fear-full sheep
   Safe alone under YOUR care,
   Let us all YOUR mercy share.

5. Yours forever! YOURSELF our Leader,
   All our wants from YOU we get,
   All our sins through YOU forgiven;
   Lead us, Lord, from earth to heaven. Amen